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IThe Development of Nursing Education
introduction
There are in the United States some two thousand
schools of nursing. They run the whole gamut from socalled
schools in privately owned hospitals operating for profit
to a school of true professional standards within a uni-
versity. There are no professional accrediting agencies
for these schools except the state hoards of nurse examin-
ers who determine whether the graduates of a given school
are eligible to take the examinations for registered nurses.
Accrediting agencies are operating in other fields of
specialized education as well as in the field of general
education. In this thesis we seek to answer the question
"Is a national accrediting body for schools of nursing ad-
visable?" The evidence on which to base our conclusion
will be derived from:
I. a review of nursing education, its progress,
changing objectives and present philosophy;
II* A review of certain data concerning schools of
nursing with some discussion of their educa-
tional implications;
III. A study of the standardizing and accrediting
programs carried on in general education and in
specialized fields of education.
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2ID the review of nursing' education no attempt will
he made to present the facts in chronological order hut
to discuss a number of distinct trends. Iu oovjo . ,
of course, that some of these movements were going on
concurrently, although there has oeen a somewhat ordeily
sequence of events. These trends appear to he:
1) a phenomenal growth of schools,
2) A growing' professional cons.. ' ess,
3) State recognition of the practice cf nursing,
4) gradual shifting from an apprenticeship basis
to a school,
5) A broadening of the functions of the nurse,
6) A self -critical attitude.
3arly History of I.iedicine and nursing
nursing is one of the oldest of the vocations. The
word means to nourish or to nurture, and the primitive
mother who cared for her new-born babe practised nursing.
It was many centuries, however, before the prototype of
the professional nurse, as we ki c . .. ty, came into bein .
The roots of medicine were deeply buried in the soil of
arstition, ma ic ind sorc« . When man believed that
sickness was caused by an evil apiri , le sought one who,
supposedly possessed of a supernatural power, could drive
out the evil one. This might be accomplished by sweats
and purges or by weird incantations accompanied by beating

and oummeling or by nauseous doses of vile-smelling con-
coctions. There grew up the cult of the medicine man who,
no doubt, besides his claim to supernatural cower, had some
practical knowledge of the use of herbs in bringing about
certain desired results. It is said that medicine branched
off from magic and began its independent career early in
Egyptian history, but extant medical Dapyri show that medi-
cine and magic were intermingled for many centuries,
is not known that, apart from midwives who were plentiful,
there were any men or women corresponding to our nurses.
Nursing was most probably done within each householc by the
women and slaves.
The era of scientific medicine began in the fourth cen-
tury before Christ, with the assertion of Hippocrates that
disease was due and to be explained on physical grounds alone.
This epoch-making point of view led to all future medical
progress and won for Hippocrates the title of ’’The Father
of Medicine”.
With the beginning of Christianity the history of
nursing first becomes continuous, and there are many records
2
showing the part which women played in the care of the sick..
For centuries religious women cared for the sick as one of
the corporal works of mercy.
1
2
Seymer, A General History of Nursing, p. 2.
Ibid., p. 2.
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Fursing in the Mid Victorian period
It is not within the scone of this thesis to trace
the history of nursing down through the centuries, we
shall, however, point out the situation in which nursing
found itself in the midale of the last century. Many .
hospitals had been taken over by the civil authorities,
and the standard of nursing service both in the home and in
the hospital was denlorable. A census in England taken in
1851 classified nurses in two groups - "nurses by profession"
and "nurses in domestic service".
1
What the real differ-
ence was between the grouos is not specified, but there were
no professional nurses as we use the term. There had been
a few attempts made in England and Germany, just prior to
the middle of the 19th century, to improve the care of the
sick in their homes. Most of these efforts were made by
religious communities and consisted of giving women a few
months 1 experience in a hospital before sending them out to
care for the sick. The revival of the Deaconess Order in
2
ICaiserwerth, Germany, (1836) had an influence on nursing
which was more far-reaching than it seemed at that time.
Diccens’ descriptions of Sairey Gamp and Mrs. letsy
2prim in Martin ghuzzl ewit " are illuminating and probably
not much exaggerated. Mrs. Gamp was the night nurse. Her
chief concerns were her "vittles”, her black bottle - to see
1 Fightings le, notes on Nursing, p. 103.
2 Dock and gtewarf, Short” HtfTsfo’ry of Fursing, p. 108.
3 Dickens, I tin Ghuzzlewit
,
ch. S5T

that it v.a 'lied and devising . -
means by which she could get a good night* s sleep. she
administered the patient* s medicine by the simple process
of clutching his windpipe to name him gasp and immediately
pouring it dov;n his throat. Forthwith she removed his
pillow and settled herself for her night * s nap. Betsy
prig’s service was on a par. In the preface to the 1568
edition Diemens says:
"Mrs. Sarah lamp was, four and twent;. years ago,
(i.e., 1844; the date Martin Chuzzlewit was
originally published) a fair representation of the
hired attendant- on the poor in sicmness. The hos-
pitals of London were, in many respects, noble in-
stitutions; in others, very defective. I thinh it
not the least among the instances of their mis-
management, that Mrs. Betsy prig was a fair speci-
men of a Hospital nurse; and that the Hospitals...
should have left it to private humanity and enter-
prise to enter on an attempt to improve that class
of persons - since greatly improved through tne
agency of good women."
Florence nightingale
One of these "good women" was Florence nightingale.
She had become interested in better care of the sick: and
had gone to Haiserv erth and received a few months’ train-
ing. in 1654 she went to the Crimea where the mortality
in the British Army was greater from illness than from
battle wounds. The record of her work: there is well mnown.
In 1859 she published a little boom, notes on nursing, in
the appendix of which she quotes the census figures referred
to above and asms:
'1
,
.
*
,
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'7ould rot the true way of infusing
the art of preserving its own health into the human
race be to te ;Ch the female part of it in schools
and hospitals both by practical te chine- and simole
experiments inasmuch as these may be called the theory
of it?" 1
She had a new vision for nursing and the dynamic
personality which was to bring it about, i/hen the British
peoole in gratitude for her wor'X presented her with a large
sum of money, she founded the nightingale school for nurses
2
at St. Thomas Hospital in London. instead of the paid
v orders, of very inferior type for the most part, there was
5
a school1 with a definite course of study. Doc : and Stewart
say that her intention for the school was not to provide
nurses for the home, but to train women to go to other hos-
pitals and there, in turn, organize, teach, and train. n he
school was omened in 1861, and within twenty-five years after
the nightingale school had been founded the old system of nur
ii 3 lish hospitals by poorly paid, untaught women had
almost entirely rassed away. The women who tooi this course
went out to all parts of the world, and the existing system
in civil hospitals was revolutionized by the introduction
into them of educated, trained, and refined i
o
r en. One of
the interesting things about this school was that its
funds wefe, ana always have been, £ept separate from those
of the hospital. This is an important factor, as we shall
nightingale, notes on nursing, p. 105.
Docli and Stewart, A Snort History of Nur si r, o. 126.
Ibid.
,
. 126.
1
2
5

7see in our discuss '.on of the finances in schools of nursing-
today.
Schools Established in the United states
At this period civil hospitals in the United stated
were similarly manned by paid workers. Many of the secular
hospitals, especially city hospitals, in this country be-
gan by bein-? alms house.--. as late as in the middle of the
last century it is known that in tv c of the Hospitals in
our great cities - !7ew York: and Philadelphia - women who
had been arrested for drunkenness were sent to the hospitals
to work out their sentences.^- There had been sporadic ef-
forts at teaching young women nursing in connection with
various hospitals, notably the Women’s Hospital in philadel-
ia which had been opened in connection with the wc en's
Medical College • nd the Hew England Hospital for women nd
Children. It is interesting that both of these efforts were
2
made by women physicians.
The Civil 'Tar did much to center attention on the weak-
nesses of volunteer nursing. The American Medical issoci-
ation had a Committee on the Training of nurses which made a re
port in 1869, one of the conclusions of which was, TTUursing
in its exact sense is as much an art as medicine. " r
1 Dock and Stewart, A Short History of Hursing, p. 153.
2 Ibid., p. 151.
2 rhld.
,
p. 151.

8The first school in America to he established under
the Nightingale Svstem was at Bellevue hospital in New yor :
City in 1873. “ Bunds were raised for the school, anc the
committee responsible for the same asked a lister of ore of
the Anglican Orders in England to take charge, she had had
some training in hospitals in England, and although she
was 1 ot trained under the Tight ingale System herself she
p
was familiar with its plan. Bottman'' states that according
to early annual reports of the Training school for Nurses
attached to the Bellevue, the objectives as set forth by
the authorities were threefold;
T
) To train intelligent women to become skilled
hospital nurses, under the supervision and
instruction of physicians, whose standard
of a nurse's duties would be exact and rigid,
thus improving hospital nursing not only at
Bellevue but throughout the country.
2) To train nurses for the nroper care of the sick
in orivate families.
3) To send nurses to the sick poor in their own
home 0
,
choosing for this object those whose
Christian character, tact and sympathy would fit
them to be associated with the Bible-women now
attached to many of our churches."
While this is a municipal hospital the school of nursing is
still controlled by an outside committee of women, and the
school is partially supported from the original funds.
Shortly afterwards two other schools were ooened on
the Nightingale nlan - the Connecticut Training school in
1 Seyr er, A General History of Nursing, p. 137.
2 Bottman, "What Consider at ions Should 'influence a Hosoit 1
to Close its ifursing 'cnool ? ~p, 1"
,,
,
'
•
•
9the rev Haven Hospital and the Boston Trainin' school in
1
the Massachusetts General Hosnital, both in 1873. They,
like the Bellevue, were organized under a board separate
from the hosnital board. The Bellevue school and the Connec-
ticut Training school (now the Y le school of Nursing) nave
always kept this organization.
phenomenal increase in schools
Perhaps the outstanding way in which the history of
nursing differs materially from the history of other pro-
fessions is in the phenomenally rapid increase in schools
and students. -osnitals saw in this new vocation for
women a way +o secure care for their oatiei.ts and to promote
a generally needed service. The authority for schools of
nursing did not continue to be delegated to a seoarate
board, but passed into the hands of the hospital board.
in 1875 there were only 661 hospitals in the United
States. Since the beginning of the 20th century there have
been nearly 200 hospitals established for each year even
with allowance for those founded and closed during the years
1901 and 19 28, and, in addition, hospitals have tended to e:<-
2
oand and improve their facilities. in 1932 there were
6,862 registered hospitals. Concurrent with this growth
there has been a like growth in schools of nursing. The
1 Seymer, A General History of Nursing, p. 137.
2 Horem, c " I~ lnvestment~ln Hospitals, o. 9.
,'
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accompanying graph (Diagram I), "based on figures ontained
by the Committee on the Grading of nursing schools
1
,
shows
the Phenomenal increase in schools of nursing from 1875 to
1950 as contrasted with medical schools. The great in-
crease in schools after 1900 was due to the raoid growth
in the number of hospitals. Although in a little less than
three years approximately one hundred hosnitals h j ve given
uo their schools, recent figures (1952) from the Committee
on the Grading of nursing Schools show that the number of
students has increased* The first medical school in this
country was established in 1765 at the University of
2
Pennsylvania
,
and until 1800 there were only five
medical schools in the country. one notes by reference
to the diagram the effect of the nation-wide survey of
medical schools which to or place shortly after 1900.
As "Burgess points out:
"A growing recognition on the
part of the medical profession and the general oub-
lic that good nursing was necessary to mate medic 1
care effective led to an increasing use of trained
nurses. An increasing desire for ease on the part
of a luxury-loving public helped to increase the de-
mand, especially for private duty nurses. Hospitals
gained in popularity, large private pavilions arose
in connection with them, and in addition many small
institutions were organized wholly for the paying
patient. The need for special duty nurses on the
part of doctors and patients thus grew. This had
its definite effect on the number of nurses trained
1 BU] ess, T '._ A., Nurses, Patients and pocketbooks, p. 56.
2 Garrison, History of ITeaicfneV p. ”3777“
3 Burgess, e7 C. et" al inter nati onal Aspects of Nursing,
p. 65.
-.
’
and on the educational qualifications for entrance.
It also led to an abuse, that of allowing private
patients to employ student nurses for speci 1 duty,
the hospital sending its students into the homes of
patients in the community and being paid for such
service
.
TT
in 1900 there were 3,456 graduate nurses in the coun-
try; ten years later there were 8,140. During the years
of the War and shortly thereafter there was a constant
cry that there was a shortage of nurses. Ii 1926 a study
made by the Committee on the grading of nursing Schools
revealea that the supply of nurses was increasing f ir more
rapidly than was the general population. There was much
unemployment among private duty nurses, anc there had been
for some years past. According to the study the average
private duty nurse worked seven months a year, or 210 days,
and the median salary was '‘1,297 alia the average $1,311.'
It is said that a profession should furnish 300 days of
2
paid employment per year for its members. At the time
the study was made, one out of every 590 people in the
3United states was a graduate nurse. Conditions are get-
ting worse rather than better. According to the 1930 cen-
sus there is now one trained or student nurse for every •
416 people in the united States. This, of course, does
not include the untrained nurses, of whom it is estimated
there are over 150,000 in the country. in the period from
1 Burgess, II. A>, nurses, Patients and pocicetboof s, p. 16,
2 Burgess, M. A., I.Tore Census Figures - the" Wrole United
States, p. 516.
3 Grading of Nursing Schools, Committee on, Nurses - pro-
duction, Education, Distribution and Pay, p7 14.
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1920 to 1930 the Dcculation of the United States has in-
creased 16r ~; the number ox trained nurses has increased
97^.
Similar data come to us f-'om the Committee on the
Cc ts of Hedical Care, which has recently made its final
reoort. One of the studies points out that whereas the
ratio of physicians to population has been decre sing
steadily and has declined from 173 to 126 oer 100,000
members of the population between the years 1900 to 1929,
the number of nurses oer 100,000 oooul' tion has increased
in this period from 16 to 240, an increase of 1500m.
~
It is estimated that there are now in the United states
118,416 nurses engaged in private duty w or':, 18,907 in
oublic health and industrial work, end 70,000 in institu-
tional or:, the respective percentages being approximately
56#, 9;1, and 36^.
The reoort of the Grading Committee shows also that
in some cases the u lity ox nursing service rendered may
justly be challenged,
Growing Professional Consciousness
Soon after 1890 movements were set on foot which
showed the growing consciousness th t standards must be
set uo for the guidance of nursing schools and their
1 Costs of !radical Care, Committee on. The Ucononic is-
pects of the Prevention a : re of iTTness, ch. Ttl.

graduates. During the Chicago World's pair in 1893 there
was held a congress of hospitals and dispensaries, and
one section was devoted to nursing. This gathering re-
sulted in the formation of the American society of Superin-
tendents of Training schools for nurses composed of leading
nurses in Canada and the United States. One of their first
resolutions declared their purpose to encourage alumnae
associations in all schools in the country. Up to that
time there were only three alumnae associations in existence
Sellevue (1889), Illinois Training school (1891), and Johns
Hopkins (1892). Its members set themselves against the
use of undergraduate nurses for private duty, and worked
for shorter hours, better teaching, improved living condi-
tions, and a reasonable minimum for entrance requirements.
In 1896 the purses* Associated Alumnae of the United states
and Canada was formed, but when the organization was in-
corporated the C : nadi n nurses withdrew. This association
grew with great rapidity, and became in 1911 the American
ITurses* Association which today number over 100,000 members.
The American journal of pursing organized in 1900, and
while its stock was first held by individual members of the
American purses* .Association, it is now wholly owned and
controlled by the Association. It has been a great force
ir the development of nursing education in this country and
2
in promoting professional solidarity.'
1 Dock and Stewart, A 3'r ort History of p rsing, o. 160.
2 Ibid., p. 171.
T,
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State legist rati or
Another important step was the movement to secure
legal protection for professional standards, and the first
public statement on this subject was made in 1899 by so oh i
a
P lmer in a per read before the New Tor: state Feder-
ation of 7omen’s Clubs in which he proposed the plan for
state legislation and an examining board selected from
1
among nurses. purses have succeeded in having a regu-
lation regarding the practice of nursing written into the
statutes of practically every state in the union. It is
true, however, that sore of these are very weak. The
principle of an examining board composed of nurses h >s
been generally accented, although there are some states in
which there is no such provision. in N issachusetts the
board is composed of five members, three of whom are nurses.
Post graduate Course at Teachers College
In 1898 Isabel Hampton Robb, who was the first presi-
dent of the society of Superintendents, presented a paper
on the need for securing special training for nurses who
wish to prepare themselves as heads of nursing schools or
for the teaching of nursing. A committee was appointed to
this end. The members approached Dean (James R. ) Russell
of Teachers College, Columbia University, who agreed to
1 Dock and Stewart, A Short History of Nursing, o. 169.
2 Massachusetts, Coramomvealth of. The law governing the
Registrati i: of Nurses, p. 1
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open the doors of the college to qualified nurses -no. to
nlace at their disposal whatever courses seemed to fit
their needs. The only conditio: ' th t the Superintendents 1
Society should surely and maintain the soeci il course de 1-
ing with hospital and training school practice.
In 1899 a course in hospital economic was opened with
two students forming the first class. M *s of t super-
Lnt sent. 1 society commuted from their respective cities
at their own expense to ?ive the special courses.
M. Adelaide ITuttil » as called from Johns Hopkins Hospit
to establish a department of household adninistr t'.on under
which the division of hospital economics was placed. Hi s
Hutting was appointed to professorship and was the first
nurse to occupy such a chair in e university, since that
time the work has developed until what is now the Depart-
ment of nursing Education has become n education, ,! center
for nurses from all over the world.
Improved Educational Standards
V/e see in the period 1895 to 1900 the beginning of the
transition fr an an apprenticeship system, into which many
of the schools had reverted, to a school on an educational
basis. Definite attempts were made to construct a curri-
culum. in the bulletins of the Children’s Hosnit‘1 school
of Hursing, "Boston, for those years there are definitely
outlined courses of study, wit the names of such commit-
tees Committee on Course of Study, Committee oi Train-

16
ins- School, Committee on General Education and physical
Training, and Committee on Building.
The international Council of irurses was organised in
1899. Both this organization and the national lef ue of
nursing Education (name adopted Toy the society of superin-
tendents in 1912) have a Committee on Education whose chief
purpose is to set standards to help nursing schools "build
up their educational work on a sound basis. In 1917 the
League first published a curriculum which gives suggestions
for the- course in theory and practice. The curricula in
the several states re modelled more or less on t : is curri-
culum. The League has been the great force behind practi-
cally all progress in nursing education in this country.
Eor many years the nursing schools were dependent on
texts prepared for physicians. 1'any of the lectures which
were given by the physicians to nurses were simply diluted
forms of lectures prepared for medical students. The first
American textbook for nurses was a manual on the practice
of nursing b^ Clara Weeks and was published in 1885.
1
There *
are now many texts written for nurses by nurses, so that
the profession has built up its own body of literature.
University Relationships
The first attempt of a school of nursing to establish
1 Dock and Stewart, A Short History of iTursi ng, o. 17
•
17
a university relationship was in 1893 at the Glasgow In-
firmary in 3cotl- nd when arrangements were made for
tudents to attend 3t. Hungers College for a short course
of theoretical instruction.
1
One of the earliest at-
tempts in this country was the talcing over of the John
Sully Hospital in Galveston by the University of Texas in
£
1397, The nursing school was recognized as one of the
regular schools of the medical department. U' fortunately
neither students nor staff were required to meet univer-
sity standards.
In 1904 Simmons College established a four months'
course in preparation for nursing at the reouest of the
Children 1 ^ Hospital School of nursing. Later the r ss chu-
setts General Hospital school of nursing entered into the
plan but continued only for a short time. The Children's
Hospital still continues to require all its students to
complete this semester of work; before being ccepted into
the school. The first full course on a university basis
came in 1909 at the university of Minnesota.
Following a survey of nursing education by the Rocke-
feller Foundation in 1921, two endowed university schools
of nursing were started, one of which was at Yale univer-
sity with the JTew Haven Hospital as the practice field.
It was to be in the nature of an experiment, the finances
1 Rock and Stewart, A Short History of uursing, d. 376.
2 Ibid.
,
p. 175.

18
beiny provided, for five ye-rs by the Rockefeller foundation
and was to put into practice the recommendations arising- •
out of the soc ailed T,7inslow-Gol dmark Reoort* of the results
of the survey. Jn 1929 the school was definitely accented
as a Part of the university, and its permanence insured by
an endowment of one million dollars by the Rockefeller found-
ation. “ The second school was established at Uestern
Reserve University snd endowed by Mrs. Chester Rolton.
T'^e Rockefeller foundation also gave an appropriation to
Vanderbilt university for a school of nursing. in February
1930 the Board of Trust of the university voted that the
school of nursing should be an independent school of nur-
.
2
smg of university ran^.
Some of the schools of nursing have a five-year pro-
gram in connection with a university or college, two years
being spent in the university, two years in the hospital,
and the fifth year in the university. At the end of the
five years the student receives her diploma from the
school of nursing and bachelor degree from the college or
university, such a plan is in force in Bostor < t Simmons
College with the Mssachusetts general, the ^eter Bent
Bri 5-ham and the Children’s Rospit&ls.
At the present time nursing schools have connections
* Arsing and nursing Education in the unitea states
1 Goodrich, The social and Ethical Significance of nursing, p. 337
2 American Journal of nursing. Reorganization at Vanderbilt
University School of nursing
,
p. 73?.
~
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with about 62 universities and colleges. These connections,
however, present the entire gamut of educational co-oper-
ation from the use of a classroom or laboratory or the pro-
vision for instruction in one or more subjects to a fully
recognized school in the university group. ;;..ile it is tr e
that some of the schools have a r tner loose connection
with the college or university and while many of them have
not ret university standards for students ana faculty, the
trend is towards meeting all standards. The tior. 1
league of pursing Education, through its Committee on Col-
leges and TTniver si ties
,
has formulated standards for those
schools which desire to obtain university recc nitioi
.
Changing Objectives
Since the opening of the first nursin c ool in this
pantry, the whole field preventive medicine has been
develoDed; medical science has advanced ^nd ith it there
has come a life adv ncement in nursing. Scientific dis-
coveries have brought new responsibilities to the physician
and in turn to the nurse. The frontiers of nursing are con-
stant!: advancing, because the frontiers of medicine are
advancing. Mental hygiene has entered into all phases of
nursing, preventive medicine has placed new responsibilities
on the community for community health programs, which it in
1 K.L.JUE. , Tentative S tand ard s fo r Schools of nursing Con-
i.ected w it n C oXleges or Universities
.
p"p. Sf>i
^
3*5
5
.
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turn cannot meet without the co-ooeration of the nurse,
must turn then from a narrow conception of a nurse as one
who possesses merely manual skill to a new conception of
the nurse with certain knowledge and skills which the hos-
pital trained nurse had not hitherto possessed.
Professor Winslow in an address on The Hole of the
Visiting nurse in the Campaign for public Health^ says;
"All this requires, obviously enough, a highly
trained and specialized expert. I have no know-
ledge of the requisites for sick: nursing but it
is quite clear that in public health work the
visiting nurse must be no empirically-trained
uuper bedside servant. She must underst nd
thoroughly the general fundamental laws of hy-
giene and sanitation, which means a mastery of the
principles of physiology and bacteriology, and
she must have a minute grasp of their special ap-
plication in the field of her own work, whether
it be school nursing, tuberculosis nursing, or
infant hygiene. she must know these things, not
merely as a practitioner, but as a teacher, which
means not only a knowledge of details but a vision
of their right relationship and a talent for ef-
fective presentation,"
Y/hat Dr. Winslow emphasizes for the visiting nurse is
equally true for other nurses, and we may now turn to the
objectives of modern nursing as defined by the Committee
on Education of the International Council of nurses;
"To broaden the conception of nursing service to
include the nursing care of the whole patient,
mind as well as body; attention to the whole en-
vironment, soci: 1 as well as physical; the pre-
vention of sickness as well as the bedside care of
the sick, health service to families and to the
community as well as to individuals. The basic
1 Quoted by Goodrich, The social and Ethical significance
of nursing, p. 34.
I fS~.1T.
,
peport of Committee on Education, p. 8.2
-•
r
,
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course should give a sound foundation for general
nursing practice in any of the main fields of
nursing. Specialization, including the teaching
or supervision of other nurses, presuppose- ad-
vanced experience and preparation beyond the
basic course.”
The committee further states that the essential elements
in a program for nursing education are;
"The fundamental
scientific principles which guide nursing practice;
the technical and social skill which constitute
the art of nursing; the humanitarian and profes-
sional ideals which determine the spirit and
attitude of the nurse. These elements must be
balanced that none is subordinated. They must be
correlated in t heoretical and pr otic 1 c "
Professional Self-Criticism
We may characterise the present period in nursing as
a self-critical period. in 1911 the Education Committee
of the ’rational league of Fursing Education applied to
the Carnegie Foundation for a survey of schools of nursing,
but the request was not granted. in 1921, however, the
Rockefeller Foundation financed a survey of conditions
in nursing and nursing education in the united States,
the work being under the direction of Josephine col dinars,
and the committee in charge, with Dr. C.-E. A. Winslow
as chairman, incluuea representatives from medical, hos-
pital, and public health associations as well as the lay
group. The report, based on a survey of a selected group
of schools administered by hospitals of recognized stand-
I.C.U., Report of Committee on Education, p. 15.1
—
ea
iv>
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ing, revealed the deleterious effect on nursinr of sub-
jecting the education of students to hospital needs. It
stressed the need for higher educational standards"', the
2
advantage of university connection
,
and the need for
endowments for schools of nursing.' As we have already-
indicated, the schools at Yale and western Reserve were
established as a direct result of the recommendations of
the renort. 7/hile the Rockefeller survey included only
23 schools it was very valuable, and as later developments
have proved its findings were representative of the condi-
tions throughout the country,
T x e Rational league of nursing 'ducation. still be-
lieved that a survey of all schools should be made which
would lead to an actual grading of schools of nursing.
Its efforts in this direction gave rise to the formation
of the Committee on the grading of ITursing schools (19 26)
composed of men anc women representing some hospital,
medical, nursing, or public health organization or
selected from the general public.* The committee started
its work on a budget of $200,000, over one-half of which
represents gifts from individual nurses. it was organized
fo~ f-e years but the study was extended by two years,
1 7/inslow - Goldmark, Rursiny and Rursing Education in
the United states, pi 21.
I oid .
,
p . "3F5T
I Old .
,
p. 30.
* See Appendix for members and the organizations which they
represent.
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The committee has made a study of the economics of nur-
sing, as well as two national surveys. The fin 1 report
will he issued this year. The findings’* of this commit-
tee in its stud;/ of the economics of nursing are summarized
o:3 follows*.
TT
1 ) T : e supoly of active graduate nurses in the
United States is increasing far more rapidly than
the general population.
"2) There is serious unemployment among nurses. This
unemployment grows worse yearly.
"3) Yet there are shortages of nurses in some fields.
. a) Geographic . distribution is uneven, nurses
tend to live in cities and avoid the coun-
try. They are aDt to be found near rood
hospitals, ana not apt to be found in regions
where hospital facilities are
-lacking.
b) There is a scarcity of nurses properly pre-
pared for nursing in certain specialties -
as mental, contagious, heart, obstetrics,
etc
.
c) There is a shortage of nurses who have had
systematic preparation for executive and
teaching positions in institutional or
public health nursing.
n4) Earnings of nurses are low. They are lower in
private duty than in either of the other two main
fields. In private duty there is practically no
opportunity for professional advancement or in-
creased pay.
TT 5) physicians want intelligent nurses. They prefer
graduates to practical nurses. They prefer well
trained nurses to poorly trained nurses.
,r 6) Educational standards in nursing are rising, but
educational standards in the community are rising
1 Grading of pursing Schools, Com. on, Purses - production
Distribution, E cation and Pay, p. 357"
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much more rapidly. If nursing is to attr- ct
women of :he soc .11 ec. profession?,: t; pe, it
must set its education; 1 standards high enough
so that it can compete for students with the other
professions non open to woner . •*
’
•€ ent trend in nursing eduoatioi ii j country
is towards closer alliance
tut ions, the provision for
sciences "basic to nursing,
practice, and the "building
with other educational insti-
gcod fundamental courses in the
"better correlation of theor nd
of a curriculum of much broader
scoDe than has hitherto existed

25
II
Survey of present Status of nursing Education
V/e have di -;cussed ome of the stages through \ hich
nursing educatioj one during the g + eventy years,
as well as indicated some of the present trends an one-
high grade schools of nursing. A profession ’would indeed
he fortunate if all the schools which prepared for it
were of equally high grade. such is not the case, r.d
u: ‘ c indi-
cate that r ome curtailment in schools of nursing is neces-
sary. This belief is based on the facts whic h shov thrt
there is a ser? ous over-oroduct ion of nurses and that
many of the schools which produce these nurses exist pri-
marily for service rather th ^n for education. ye shall
present certain d ta about schools of nursing in the
United States and attempt in some instances to appraise
their educational significance. We shall refer also to
standards which have already been advocated by organi-
zations more or less closely allied with nursing. Data have
been obtained from the published reports of the first
survey of the Committee on the Gracing of Nursing Schools,
as well as from the second survey which has not yet been
published but has been made available to the writer.
Where the data have been oublished they are documented by
footnotes. Evidence riot documented is from the data, se-
cured on the second survey, the results of which have not
,.
it.
.
-
.
.
.
-
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yet been made public. in addition to these data we shall
also use th t found in a publication of "he nation- 1
Le .sue of nursing education which -ives cert in inf o an .t ion
about the state accredited schools of nursing. T ; e in-
formation for this publication is furnished by the indivi-
dual schools, information relative to the state requirements
is furnished by the state board of nurse examiners in the
various states. The use of the term "accr edited” in this
paper refers always to the schools which meet the minimum
requirements set by law in the various states. in present ira
this material we realize the limitations of the question-
naire method for obtaining reliable facts and its inade-
quacy in measuring some of the intangible pualities which
are of real worth in evaluating an educational system.
When the first survey was m^de by the Grading Commit-
tee 1,397 schools, or 74;* of the accredited schools of nur-
sing in this country, toof part. In the second survey
returns from 1,383 schools, or 81^, were studied. The
percentage is greater than in the first study as it is
estimated that approximately one hundred accredited school,
have closed in the interim between the first and second
surveys.
.
Standards of Admission and Selection of students
In the first survey which the Grading Committee made
in 1929, records .ere received for 59,612 students.
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shown in Diagram II
,
1# had finished only the eighth grade
of school, 26# one to three years of hiyh school, 65# had
four years of hiyh school, and 8# one to four years of col-
lege. in the survey made in 1932 the records of 69,239
students show that there were no students who had finished
only the eighth grade, 10# h d attended high school from
one to three years, and 84# had complete four years of
high school, nd 6# one to four years of college. as
Diagram III indicates, in the second gradin' 38# of the
schools reported having all their students high school
graduates, 40# h ive three-fourths but not all high school
graduates, 14# have one-half but not three-fourths high
school graduates, while 8# have less than one-half of their
students high school graduates. The figures for the second
survey show a decided improvement ove, those for three years
ago, and we believe that the gain is not wholly due to
general economic conditions but is partially the result of
the publicity given to these figures by the Grading Commit-
tee.
The conoletion of an aoproved hi~h school course as a
prerequisite for entrance to a school of nursing is recom-
mended by the International Council of Nurses 1
,
the
9
national league of Nursing Education*", the Catholic ;jos-
oital Association 1', the Committee for the Study of Nursing
I*C.N.
, Deport of c ommit tee on Education, p. 20.
2 N.I.N.S., Curriculum for Schools of " -, p, 554 .
3 C«
H
*
A
« v
Der»ort
~~
01 committee oh Education, p. 301
.
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Education", the Committee for the stud;; of Nursing 2duo -
tic ' la
,
t 3 ''.if. H nee sat)-Committee
n
or rur -i:
,
:: ml the Oc uitt.ee or. the Grading of 7T '
5
.
. The American Hospital Association approve in
principle the entrance requirement of four years of high
school hut suggests that in the absence of the high school
di pi o:: ... the educational qualifications may he determined by
appropriate examination.
I?' the second survey by the grading Committee a further
study was made to ascertain the number of students who were
above, at, cr below the average of their class in high school.
Of a total of 1,278 schools, 250 schools had no record. T^or
the remaining 928 schools the records show that in 12m less
than one-fourth of the students were above average in high
school. 4$ of the schools reported that every student dmit-
ted to training v.as above the average of her high school
class and in 9^ at least three-fourths were above aver -e.
The Committees on Education of the International
Council of Nurses and the National league of Nursing Educa-
tion recommend the use of intelligence tests for students.
A stud:; was made last year (1932) by Teachers College,
Columbia University, of the results of intelligence tests
in 57 schools of nursing where the tests had been given
1 Ninslow - Goldmark:, Nursing and Nursing Education in the
Un ited states, p. 21. ~
2 Weir, survey of Nursing Education in Canada, p. 372.
7.H.C
.
,
’Eerort of Sub-Committee on Nursing
-
, p. 22.
4 Grading of Nursing Schools, Com. on. Who Control the
School s, p, 50.
rruoted
-
"b; Easier, Hospital Nursing Costs
,
d. 657.
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Table I
Student irurse performance on standard Intelligence Tests in
percentile Scores
Ilo. of
lio. of stu-
ITame of rest sc hools dents lOgile 25^ile 5C<-ile 75^ile 9C"iie
Arin7 Alpha 8 930 99 115 132 148 163
Otis Self-Ad.-
ministering 15 1629 35 40 47 54 60
Ctis Advanced 3 274 124 139 156 167 182
Terman
Group test 7 2084 107 131 152 170 188
J. 1201 98 116 137 159 176
1 539 95 122 149 172 187
Killer Test
of L'ental
Ability 1 500 54 62 76 88 97
A£u Council
of 3d. Exam.
( Taurstone
)
4 551 68 92 122 160 192
Scott intelli-
gence Exam. ± 659 34 42 49 57 64
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over a number of "ears. T* e scores of appro:'. ir_atel" 11,000
students were studied. ’Ye have compiled Table I from these
fir: ares si.o in- only the summary of results in 41 schools
of nursing which require high school graduation for er.tr* nee.
graduation from high school is a necessary prerequi-
site for training in any profession, but the steo already
taken oy ome of the schools in selecting their students
from those whose standing has been above average in high
school needs to be more widely adooted. if the course of
study in schools of nursing is to be of college
-rade then
it would seem advisable that no student should be retained
with' an intelligence quotient of less than 1101
,
orovided,
of course, all errors in determination are checked.
We have already indicated that the trend is towards the
university school of nursing, in this connection a letter
from Dr. Nicholas Murray Sutler, president of Columbia
University, to Dr. yilliain Darrach, Chairman of the Commit-
tee on the cr ding of Nursing schools, is of interest.
'T It seems to me that nursing is one of these callings
which is in Drocess of development toward a profes-
sional standing, ;just as architecture was not so
long s?o, ana as. easiness ana journal- still are.
In order to qualify as a profession, a calling
must rest upon a substantial foundation of scienti-
fic knowledge, together with ar. adequate oeriod of
technical training, or service in the apDlication
of this knowledge to the oraetieal matters with which
the calling deals.
"mhe service which a university can render is to
1
?
0h
£oS
ch
’ ?echnioue s for the selection of Nursing students,
p • 7 ? • —
,.
,
.
,
ft'
T
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hasten the day when full professional status is
reached "by a calling of this kind, through its
definition of what constitutes an adequate
scientific foundation for such v ork, its insistence
unon proner standards of admission of these
studies, and unon a carefully ordered and carefully
supervised oeriod of technical service nd training.
,T It seems to me that everything points to the oossi-
bility of elevating nursing to the plane of a real
profession at no distant day, and that the first
steps to take are for the university to pave the way
by entering unon and enforcing the nolicies which I
have just outlined.”
The desirability of schools of nursing being affili-
ated with colleges and universities is recommended by
the national
•
league of nursing Education1
,
the * soci-
2
ation of Medical Colleges'", the Committee for the study of
5
nursing Education
,
and the Committee for the study of nur-
. 4
sing Education in Canada. Although the final renort of
the Committee on the grading of nursing Schools has not yet
been issued it will, without doubt, recommend that no
student should be admitted to a school of nursinr who does
not meet the college entrance requirements of approved col-
leges.
The nursing profession can never rise higher than the
human material which goes into it, and no system of educa-
tion however good can create this material. selection,
therefore
,
is the xirst step
,
and v, hile we have stressed
high school achievement and native capacity, we are not un-
1 IT. I. IT.E., Curriculum fo r ools of nursing, p. 41 ,
2 American Me 3 alleges
,
Ass In of, Report of Committee
on nurses Training Schools. —1
Winslow - Goldmark, jrursing and Nursii Education in J
U » 3
«
,
p. 26.
Weir
»
Survey of TTursing Education in Canada, p. 59 E.4
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mindful of those other factors of health, char; cter, ad
personality which go far towards determining professional
success. Again to quote Dr. sutler, in the \nnual report
of Columbia university, made public in December 19J
calls attention to the necessity for consider tion of otr er
qualities besides intelligence in judging students.
nr, he capacity to pass t ; ese intellectual tests
should rank: third in estimating the educational
or ogress of a student. Evidences of character-
building should come first, and evidences of
his good manners and respect and concern for
others should come second; ard, these 1 eking,
no amount of intellectual performance of any
kind should win him advancement or graduation.
Such a one would not be educated at all; he
would only have been instructed in some degree
in the subject matter of a given field of know-
ledge."
Size of school
Diagram IV indicates that the study based on 1,190
schools shows that the median school has 42 students,
with one-fourth of the schools having 26 or less students,
and the too quarter having 71 or more students. There are
25 schools with 9 or less students, and 146 with between
10 and 19 students. The range was from 2 to 456 students.
One questions the economics involved in conducting a
high gr?de school for a small number of students. The
Grading Committee'1' believe that most schools with a
student body of 37 or less are either providing inadequate
1 Grading of nursing schools. Com. on. The student Uody,
p. 15,
..
,
educatin' 1 facilities for their students or re pa;,drip
an unoronortiora te amount ner capita for the fac lities
the:; do orovide. The writer has seen ample evidence that
most of the small schools are not providing tJ e .deouate
educational facilities.
The Committee on education of the Catholic Hospital
Association recommends that no school of nursing "be con-
ducted with less than 25 students and that the desirable
minimum is 50 students. 1
Clinical yield
Schools of nursing are found in hospitals having a
daily average of patients r nging from 8 to 400f. The
median hospital in the study of 1146 hospitals showed a
daily average of 75 patients, 42, 149. There were
55 hospit Is with a daily average of 19 or less patients
conducting schools of nursing. Our figures are based only
on accredited schools, and the number would be considerably
increased were the figures available for the non-accr edited
schools
.
The bed capacity or average daily number of patients
is not the only criteria to be apnlied, however, when
judging the clinical field. A relatively small institution
may have a better distribution of clinical material than a
large institution which is devoted to one specialt::, such
1 C . H
.
A
. ,
Report of Committee on nursing, p. SCI.

rjn
KSKJ
as all surgical or medical patients. Again, a hospital
which has a dail: ver .me of from 50 to 75 oatient-; ’.1th
a good distribution of services, a willingness to provide
affili i.tioi for their students in the services in which
t : e' T cannot ive • de uate experience, . well- 'renamed
f cult;-, careful supervision of students, nd -ood
standards of nursing care for patients - mag give the
student a better oreoar tion tha? a large ho spit il where
these factors are lacking. Tn passing it rr. y >e said that
no hosoital is a good teaching field for student nurses un-
less the patients in that hosoital etting adequate and
high grade nursing service.
The international Council of nurses'1
,
the national
2 'x
Learue :•£ nursing Education ', the \yi: ..slov-coldnar report"',
4
and the report of the Canadian survey all agree th t
clinical experience should be offered to ill student;; in
the following fields; medicine, surgery including oper-
ating room, communicable diseases, obstetrics, and pedi-
atrics; while psychiatry, neurology, eye, ear, nose and
throat, skin, and out oatient department are also included
by the first three.
The international Council of nurses'" recommends that
there should be a daily average census of not less than
1 I.C.' T ., report of Committee on Education, p. 13.
2 IT . L . IT .E
. ,
Curriculum Tor schools of TTu'rsing , p . 21
.
3 Winslow - Goldmark, pursing ana nursing Education in the
United St a t_ej3
,
p . 2151
4 Weir, purvey of pursing Education in Canada, p. 299- p. 301.
I.C.IT.T Report of Committee on Education, p. 12.
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100 patients with well distributed clinical materi-l. The
Catholic Hospital Association"' advocates a minimum of 50
be'.s in a hospital conducting a school of nursing, although.
60^ of the delegates at the convention when the vote was
taken expressed the opinion that a higher bed capacity was
advisable. T ;'e recommendation ade following the C- nadian
2
Survey was that in order to be approved training schools
for nurses should be attached to hospitals having at least
75 beds and a daily overage of 50 patients as well as hav-
ing adequate clinical and teaching facilities and equipment,
and that the more remote objective should aim at restrict-
ing the establishment of schools to hosoit-ls having at
least 300 beds.
It is important that we keep in mind that the nursing
service of a hosoital and a school of nursing are not
synonymous terms, ^nd conducting a hospital does not neces-
sarily imply conducting a school of nursing. The primary
and legitimate function of a hosoital is the care of the
sick. How the hospital orovides for that care becomes its
oroblem. its obligation to the community demands that it
provide skilled nursing care for its patients t the cheap-
est possible cost, just as it -..ill provide equipment,
laboratory materials, etc. at the best figure available for
reliable goods. The hosoital may or may not, as it chooses,
1 C • H • A • . rt of ' mittee on Education, p. 201.
2 Weir, survey of pursing Education fn" Canada, rp. 299, 195.
..
.
«
assume the function of educating student nurses; hut if it
does accent this voluntary responsibility it imposes upon
itself the moral obligation to give the student nurses whom
it receives a satisfactory preparation for their profession.
It has voluntarily assumed an educational function. sore
of the other functions which a hosrital may assume r re pro-
viding experience for medical students, social workers,
dietitians, and physiotherapists. /hether a particular hos-
pital assumes these functions depends upon whether the
hospital wards c m provide the educational experience which
is necessary for these professions. in each instance criti-
cal examination is made of the kind and amount of material
available before the affiliation is made, but this is not
true in all instances before starting a school of nursing.
Too often no critical examination is made of the kind of
clinical material which is available.
Curriculum
The hours of classroom instruction while a Quanti-
tative measure does have some validity in .judging a school.
7e realize that statistics do not measure the nu lity nor
the content of teaching nor in what se uenee the subjects
are taught. The National league of Nursing Education re-
commends 885 hours of classroom instruction in the three
year course as being a reasonable working basis for the
her grade of American nursing schools. Diagram ya'
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Hours of Classroom instruction in Schools of pursing Compared with
the League Standard^
Hour* Suggested
Subject by ' .I.H.E. H Med. ^3
Anatomy, physiology 90 60 90 90
Bacteriology 45 20 28 40
Chemistry 4 a 16 30 45
personal Hygiene 15 10 15 16
Physical Training 15 10 15 30
Materia Medic a, aiem.
Principles, practice of
15 16 20 30
arsing, Hlem. 90 60 86 104
[Eistory, Nursing Ethics . SO 16 25 30
Pathology 15 10 15 16
Dietetics 60 32 45 60
I'ater ia Medic a, Thera-
peutics, Adv.
SO 20 30 32
principles, practice of
Nursing, Adv.
30 24 30 34
Psychology 30 10 15 20
professional problems
Modern Social and Health
30 8 12 16
Movements 30 8 10 16
Elements of Sai itary
Science
NUH3ING METHODS I IT
General Medical Diseases 30 20 25 30
Communicable Diseases 16 12 15 20
Tuberculosis 5 4 5 8
Venereal and shin Diseases 9 6 8 10
General surgical Diseases 30 16 21 30
Orthopedics 10 6 10 10
Gynecology 6 8 10 12
Urology 5 4 6 10
'Operating Hoorn Technique 9 9 10 14
Pediatric o, Infant Heed:. 30 16 20 30
Obstetrics 30 20 27 30
Psychiatry 30 12 ' 16 20
Eye
,
Ear, Nose, Throat 15 10 12 15
Hirst Aid 15 8 10 13
Physiotherapy 15 10 16 20
Ccc. Therapy & Hecreat. 15 10 15 24
El. of Social science 15 15 18 40
1 Nursing schools. Grading
2 Curriculum, p.
Committee Report
,
58
3ec. I, p. 31
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shows the standard. reeommneded by this organization and
contrasted with it the hours reported by the schools in
this study. it will be seen the range is from 350 to
2,076 hours. It will be noted that the schools Iot est in
the top ouarter give approximately the number of hours
which the league recommends.
Table II rrives a list of the subjects with the number
of hours to be devoted to each as recommended by the
Rational league of nursing Education
,
and shows the median,
1
0-. and Qr for the schools. The weakness, using the
league's recommendation as the criterion, seems to be in
the sciences basic to an intelligent oomprehei sion of the
clinical subjects, such as anatomy and physiology, bacter-
iology chemistry, etc.
One of the specific recommendations made by the Com-
mittee on the Costs of T Tedical Care~ for nursing schools is
the improvement "in the basic education of nurses by ba ;ic
science instruction of collegiate level."
in the first grading of nursing schools a study was
made of the variatioi s of the length of e:: 'eriei.ee bet een
students in the same graduating class of the same school.
In order to avoid the extremes, the figures were not based
on the entire class but only on the inter< uartile range.
Table III gives a summary of the variations in the length
1 Grading of parsing schools. Com. on, what students
Learn, p. 31.
2 Costs of Medical Care, Com. on. Medical Care for the Ameri-
can People
,
p. 142.

Table III
-pifferenoe in length of experience between students in the
IIo . of
SChOOl
3
Medical 945
Surgical 932
Operating Rrn. 1128
Obstetrics 1100
Pediatrics 984
graduat class*
Difference in no. of
days 1 ex;;e..i..;ne
lied.
19 36 56
28 45 70
8 19 35
14 30 50
4 17 33
Range
57 schools where
diff. 0-4 days to
8 schools where
diff. 180-457 days
36 schools where
diff. 0-4 days to
13 schools where
diff. 180-392 days
•191 schools yihere
diff. 0-4 dog's to
2 schools where
diff. 160-214 days
127 schools /here
diff. 0-4 da; o to
3 schools where
diff. 180-a42 ia^
s
247 schools where
diff. 0-4 d_„ u to
2 schools where
diff. 180-38
.
Diet Hit c hen 1074 2 8 19 422 schools wbe re
diff. 0-4 days to
2 schools where
diff. 90-112 days
^Figures based on interquartile range and not on entire class.
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of experience for students in the same graduating class in
1
the six commonest services gjlven in hospitals. it will
be notec that in a study of 945 schools for the experience
in medical nursing the range was from a difference of 0
to 4 days in 57 schools up to 180 to 457 days in 8 schools,
in 25$ of the schools the range was between 0 and 19 days;
in 50'^ of the schools there was a difference of 20 to 36
days; in 75^ of the schools a difference of 57 to 56 days.
Other services show a like variability. In order to pre-
sent sample of this material graphically we are includin'
2
a graoh published by the Grading Committee for the pedia-
tric service. (p. 37a)
Ratio of Theory to Practice
Diagram V shows the ratio of hours of classwork to
hours of practice as recommended by the National League
of Nursing Education to be 1 to 7.7. This practice is
based on a 48 hour week for 48 weeks per year. it must be
remembered that if the practice is well supervised and
based on the student’s educational needs rather than on the
hospital’s needs, the student is learning constantly fro
her ward practice. One can readily see thct any school
which gives 350 hours of classroom instruction has a ratio
of approximately 1 to 18, and it is doubtful whether many of
1 Grading of Nursing schools, Com. on, /hat Students Learn,
pp. 58-62.
2 Ibid.
» p. 62.
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Diagram 34. Differences in Length of Pediatric Experience. Distance from
left to right corresponds to 984 schools reporting on length of student experience
in the pediatric service. Half way across the diagram equals y the schools; y of
the way across equals y of the schools, and so on. The vertical distance from bot-
tom to top, of each block of schools, represents the days difference in length of
service between students in the same graduating class in each school. For example,
at the extreme right is a block of 247 schools in all of which the differences in length
of pediatric service were from 0 to 4 days. Behind that is another block of 101
schools, where the differences were from 5 to 9 days. At the extreme left is a
block of 2 schools in which the differences between students were from 180 to 384
days. The measure of difference is not between the extreme cases of each class,
but is rather the interquartile range, which may be thought of as the difference in
length of experience between the students y of the way up from the bottom and
y of the way down from the top in the same class
180
a.
From Results of
Students I.e rn,
First Grading,
r>. 62 .
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these schools confine their practice to a 48 hour week'.
The requirements as set "by the states show a vari tion in
the ratio of theory to practice of from 1 to 7.91 to 1 to
1 • p22.78, Dr. Weir in the Deport of the Canadian survey6
states th; t from the viewpoint which is primari-ly educa-
tional the ratio of theory to practice should be as 1 to
3, although for neriod of years it my be necessary to
have a ratio of 1 to 4.
It is difficult to see how critics find any valid
evidence to support their contention that the curriculum
of schools of nursing is overloaded with theory. They see
in nursing only a manual skill. Nursing aoes involve
techni ues ana skills but back of these must be knowledge
to direct them, practice, these critics will tell you, is
what the nurse needs. Some four hundred years ago that
great artist Leonardo de yinci pointed out that "those
who are enamored of oractice without knowledge are like a
pilot who goes into a ship without a rudder and compass and
never has any certainty where he is going.” Of course, one
may ill so remember de Vinci’s remark that the ’’extreme mis-
fortune is when theory outstrips performance.”
Is '-'ny nursing educators, however, are in agreement with
the recommendation made by the Committee on the Costs of
1 N.L.N.E., A List of schools of Nursing Meeting Minimum
De luiremenfs set" by Law
,
o. 43.
Weir, Survey of ?yursfn~ Education in Canada, p. 37 2.2
~
•
.
.
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Medicfil Care^ for "a rearrangement of curricula and a revi-
sion of the fundamental purposes of many nursing schools-,
so that they will produce socially-minded nurses with a
preparation "basic to all types of nursing service. The
care of hospital patients is not, in and of itself, suffi-
cient preparation for professional nursing. Nurses should
be prepared not only for the Practice of a profession but
for life and its manifold home and community uuties as well."
Teaching Staff
There are still 22$ of the schools of nursing which
do not have one person who answers to the defintion of
"one who gives the major portion of her time to the instruc-
tion of student nurses." 51$ have one full time nurse in-
structor, and 27$ have two or more instructors. in the
case of the schools with no instructors, it does not mean no
instruction is being given but the teaching is done by some-
one who has other responsibilities besides that of teaching
students. The writer saw one record of a hospital in which
the superintendent also acted as head of the school, as the
head nurse in the operating room, and was responsible for
the teaching of eight subjects to student nurses.
Diagram VI shows the academic background of the ?roup
classified as instructors. 5$ have never finished high
1 Costs of Medical Care, Com. on. Medical Care for the
American People, p. 142. ”
I'
,
-
.
-
.
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school, 30$ finished high school, and 65$ have had one or
more years of college. In all cases the person has had her
nurses 1 training course. Diagram VII indicates that of
the superintendents of nurses, who in the majority of cases
also act as principals of the schools of nursing, 14$ It d
not finished high school, 37$ had finished high school, and
49$ had one or more years of college. Here we nave the
curious condition of the principals of schools being less
well prepared than the instructors in many cases.
The Committee on Colleges and universities of the
National League of Nursing education nas outlined the
nualifications of the staff of schools whose work is on a
college level. The Education Committee of this organiza-
tion states that all instructors should have had preparation
for teaching as well as sound educational and professional
2
training. This committee is also about ready to publish
the standards for the preparation of principals, assistant
principals, instructors, supervisors, and heaa nurses as
this group constitutes the usual faculty of a school of nursing.
3The rockefeller report called attention to the need
for superintendents of nurses, supervisors, instructors and
public health nurses to receive special training beyond the
basic nursing course. Teachers should be of a grade which
1 N.L.N.E., Tentative Standards for schools of Nursing Con-
nected witn C olleges or Universities
, p . BIT
2~
2 N.L.N.E., Curriculum for Schools of Nursing, o. 33.
3 Vfi n si ow - Goldmark
,
Nur s ing and Nur s i ng s d’uc at ion in t h
e
' r
. 3
. , pp . 12, 22, 27.
.5
.
,
,
r
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would be acceptable in a reputable college or normal schoo -1 .
The 'Trading Committee Report* states that since the
committee is unanimously in its belief that high school
graduation is a minimum standard, it • oula seem clear that
nothin- less than this should be cceoted for new appoint-
ments to nursing faculties. ? is was limited to new ap-
pointments to safeguard toe positions of older vomer, who
mimht not meet an academic recuirement on racer. ,TW ile
in the earl" rears of schools of nursing little or no data
were obtained relating to actual educ tio] 1 pi tion of
students, nevertheless the selection of the stuaent grour
was based on three definite qualifications; maturity,
p
culture, and ability," according to Goodrich.
The grading Committee Report also states that ever"
schcol must have at least one full time instructor whose
g
major resporsibilit
:
is teaching.’
Teaching load
I' a study of 1,041 instructors the range of subjects
taught was from 1 to 22; the median was 4, a 3 and 0 6.
1/
n is shows quite obviously that tr.ere is sor ething wrong
with the conception of the areoaratioi. which an instructor
3’r.ould have for teaching, to say nothing of her teaching load.
1 Gradinm of yursing Schools, com. on, yho contro" trie
Schools
,
pt>. 32 and 28.
Goodrich, The Social anc Sthical significance of *Tursinv
p. 30b .
Grading or nursing Schools, Com. on. The student modv
p. 15. :—
—
’
3

We have no figures on the hours of teaching, vet the above
figures indicate that many of these teao T
are overloaded, not to mention the lack of re;
must have to teach so man;; subjects.
The Carnegie Report on the training of teachers makes
a definite distinction between teaching students of high
school and college grade. Ii colleges and professional
schools the teacher is expected to do more creative teach-
ing and individual work with the students than the high
school teacher. The report poii ts out that where instruc-
tors professin to do college -work teach twenty-five cla ;s
periods a week, the quality of the work is necessarily
inferior. Eighteen hours a week is cited as the maximum, for
real te tching of college grade. The American Association
of Teachers Colleges recommends that the classroom orogr m
for teachers colleges' faculties not exceed sixteen clock
hours, one and one-half hours of laboratory work being
counted as one hour. It is apparent that an excessive
,
classroom program does not allow for adequate preparation
for classes. Three hours of classroom teaching and three
hours of clinical instruction in the wards should consti-
tute the formal working day of a full time instructor, is
the recommendation of Dr* Weir1
,
hile the league's recom-
mendation is that they should not be expected to devote
1 Weir, Survey of 7Tursing Education in Canada, p. 276.
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more than 4 to 5 hours daily in actu,- 1 classroo teaching.
With reference to the number of subjects for instruc-
tors in- schools of nursing, of the subjects are so
closely related and the + ime devoted to them relatively
so small (see Table IT, p. 35a ) that the number may be
reasonably increased over that of the high school teacher,
who is usually expected to teach two or three subjects.
The size of the school and the necessity for dividin’* the
classes into sections has some bearing uoon the number of
subjects an instructor can teach, but in any case one ques-
tions the nossibility of even the best of instructors being
properly orepared to teach all the sciences as well ns all
the clinical subjects, they are attemo ting to do in some
schools of nursing, Ho hard and fast recommendation is
practical, but in the interest of good teaching only a reason-
able numoer of subjects should be taught by any one instruc-
tor.
Two years ago the writer made a survey of the functions
of instructors in schools of nursing. The data were obtained
from an analysis o:z thirty diaries nd personal interviews.
It was revealed that some of these instructors were carry-
ing duties which would seem to be entirely extraneous to
their teaching functions. While certain duties may be more
or less routine, distinction must be made between work which
is incidental to the main work of teaching and routine work
which has no direct relation to it. Some of the extraneous
.,
.
,
.
•
.
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duties disclosed in this survey were hiring of maids,
perlrising nurses 1 dining rooms, general hospital super-
vision, relieving night supervisors, makin.a rounds in the
nurses 1 here, supervising sic.: nurses, taking charge of
the hospital drug room, and relieving on the telephone
switchboard. ]7o study, however exact in its methods, can
determine precisely and fim 11 y what an instructor should
or should not do; hut in general it can be said that no mat-
ter what the nature of the position if the worker’s + ime
and energy are devoted to duties unrelated to her primary
function, the effective performance of her main responsi-
bility is hampered.
When evaluating the teaching of any students we must
not forget those concomitant learnings derived by the
student, which may largely be classified as attitudes and
appreciations. It is from the instructor’s contact with
the individual student that the latter is to develop the
personal and professional attitudes which are so essential
to her fullest development.
Finances
'-Tere is the crux of the situation in nursing, some
'
r
'Osoitals operate schools of nursing because it is a
cheap means of obtaining nursing service. Dr. Lyon states
a study made in the four hospitals of the University of
Minnesota School of nursing snows that each student does
•,
1
.
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work: for the hosnital to the value of §200 a year over and
above all that is expended for her m intenai.ee, instruction
and every expense- of her being there,” Dr, Lyon believes
that the fundamental injustice in nursing education is
that the profit made from student service does net go into
her education. He contends that the number of nursing
schools will never be reduced to the number needed until the
rrofit is taken out of nursing education. Miss Hutting
pointed out as early as 1916 that the failure to recognize
the great and involved cost of nursing education has been
at the bottom of our Dresent difficult situation and that
no equitable or suitable adjust ent could be made between
hosoitals and schools of nursing until this fact is under-
stood and accepted.
A study made in 1951 of the cost of maintaining and
educating student nurses at the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital estimated that the yearly cost for each student
- 2
nurse was $o61.54. This yearly cost includes interest,
depreciation and insurance on the Nurses
1
Home .mountin'.- to
$115.21, I- the school of nursing should be discontinued
the total yearly saving would be $122, 8] 1.22, but the re-
elacement n ^ the 265 student nurses by 195 graduate nurses
would cost >271 , 589
. 22
,
or an increase of $137,777.91
yearly.
1 Lyon, Some Aspects of Medical Education and Nursing, p, 220.
2 Patterson, Teeie and. Dennis, J stuay of the Yearly ‘Exoenses’
of the Trai: in g School for Nurses at~~the M. G. H.',~p.^131
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On January 31, 1921 out of 102 accredited .schools ir
Massac husett s seven were in hospitals which 'ere ooer rted
for profit, one of these schools has since "been discontinued.
There is no way of telling, however, exactly how many hos-
pitals are conducting soc ailed schools which are not ac-
credited by the state board of nurse examiners, but which
nevertheless send out young women to practice nursing in
the community. The Council on Medical Education ana Hos-
pitals of the American Medical Association reported in
1926 there were 264 non-accredited schools in the united
1
States. It is probably a fair statement to make that the
majority of these schools are in proprietary hospitals
established to yield a return to the investor. Rorenf
states that in 1928 there were 1,698 hospitals in the united
States owned or controlled by individuals or partnerships.
in concluding this section we recognize the limitation
of the material as a complete survey, but we believe the
material presented is a fair samole and is indicative of the
great variability in schools of nursing today.
A*M*A* , Hospital geyvice in the United States, p. 1018.
2 Rorem, Capital investme: n "Hds~pitals, p.~T5.
.
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III
Standardizing and Accrediting Agencies
The evidence submitted in the previous chapter we be-
lieve warrants the conclusion that many schools of nursing
need to raise their educational standards. The next approach
to our problem, therefore, is to consider the agencies which,
have oeei: used in the field of general education, both on
a secondary and collegiate level, as well as in specialized
fields to raise standards. These agencies seem to fall into
three groups*.
1) Educational boards and foundations which through
their studies of educational procedures have been
powerful factors in maintaining and advancing edu-
cational projects.
2) national associations whose influence is felt pri-
marily through research, conference and publicity,
and through standards for individual membership.
3) voluntary associations of schools and colleges,
both regional and national, which set up and enforce
certain minimum academic and financial standards
for all their members. in some of the regional
associations schools may be admitted to their ac-
credited list although not members of the association.
The first group of agencies which has been influential
in setting standards have been the various foundations. Such
'.
,
,
t
:o$j
-
.
.
,
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agencies as the General education Board, the Rockefeller
Foundation, the j rne&ls Foundation, the Carnegie Corpor-
ation and the Commonwealth F nd have all made important con-
tributions through the surveys which they have financed,
as well as through conditional gifts to institutions which
met certain standards. The work of the General education
Foard in the field of secondary education in the south is
well known. The Rockefeller Foundation financed the first
study of schools of nursing in 1921, which has already been
referred to in tnis paper. It as thi 3 study which led to
the founding of the Y Is school of Fursing which has passed
“beyond + le experimental stage and goes on a definite pro-
fessional level in September 1924. 1 After that time
student : admitted as candidates for the degree of Bachelor
of Fursing shall be graduates of colleges of approved
standing who present diplomas snowing a degree in arts,
science, or philosophy has been conferred upon them. it
has also been resnonsible for financing the school of nur-
sin;^ at V tnaerbilt university. it has been a generous
contributor to the field of medical education.
p
Friley states that the real work of standardization
began with the creation of the Carnegie Foundation for the
advancement of teaching in 1906. it started the whole
movement of classifying by defining requirements for ad-
1 Ame
r
ic an Journal of Nursing, Requirements for yrl
e
icfrbol of Hura-ng
, p . 23T.~
2 Friley, Standardizing Agencies in the Field of Education
p. 211. *
—,
-
.
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mission to its approved list." it will tie recalled that
it was the Carnegie Foundation which sponsored the stud;,'
made by pi. exnor which resulted in the elimination of un-
desirable medical schools. The Carnegie Corporation, which
was organized after the Carnegie Foundation, has become
Interested in general education. It endoweu the national
Research Council, established the graduate Library School
a* the University ox Chicago, financed the Educational
Finance In- ’airy's study of the country's educational needs
and the cost of education, subsidized the Modern language
Study, a study of Engineering Education and that on Uni-
versity Libraries. The Commonwealth Fund has set aside
yearly a considerable amount for educational research.
in the second group of agencies can be classfied
such organizations as the American Library Association,
the American Association of University Women, the Ameri-
can Association of University professors, and the American
Association of Collegiate Registrars which aid in the
standardization program through their requirements for
membership
.
Regional and national Associations
The third group is probably the most influential and in-
cludes the regional and national associations, consisting
1 Friley, standardizing ies ixj the Field of Education
p • 214.
,,
.
1'
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ox voluntary associations of educational institutions,
either secondary or on a higher level, which set up standards
for member shiD and for accreditation. They are the outgrowth
of a desire, says Friley," on the part of a group of indi-
viduals or educational institutions, either colleriate or
secondary, to set certain minimum standards of achievement
which all in the yrouo expect to meet either immediately or
within a certain fixed time, reaching the goal by certain
gradu >ea steos xrom year -0 year. Included in the national
grou° are the Association of r erican universities, concerned
with the problems of graduate schools, the National Associ-
ation cx state Universities, the Association of land Grant
Colleges and Universities, the Association of urban Univer-
sities, the Association of American Colleges, the Associ-
ation of American J.eoical Colleges, the Association of
American Teachers Colleges, the Association of American
law schools, and the Association of American Dental Col-
leges.
There are also other national agencies which differ
somewhat from this grouo, but which carry on accrediting
programs. Such an organization is the American College of
T irgeons which accredits hospitals and has been extremely
influential in raising tne standards of professional care,
I; maxes oersonal inscection before accrediting any in-
1 Friley, Standardizing Agencies in tne Field of Education
n. 210. '
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stitution, T'ne Council on -Medic 1 Education and Hospitals
of the ‘ merican Medical Association is charged with the
classification of all medical schools and is influential
in the field, of post graduate medical education. It ac-
credits '• o spitals for interneship, residencies, and pub-
lishes yearly a list of hospitals which meet its standards.
The American Dietetic Association has recently at- rted
an iccred.iting program for the "dietetic interne course"
in hospitals. The course is accredited for ore year fol-
lowing its inspection and approval. It mry or may rot be
retained on the accrediting list depending on conditions
at each subsequent rly inspection*
T
T
c douv t the most effective at- ndardizing and accredit
ing agencies in general education, both on a secondarr and
college level, are the regional associations. There are
now six of these regional associations in the united states
namely, the North Central Association, the Association of
Colleges nd secondary schools of the southern States, the
Association of secondary schools and Colleges in the Middle
States and Maryland, the Northwest Association of Secondary
Schools and Colleges, the New England Association of Col-
leges nu secondary schools, and the western Association.
The first four formulate and maintain standards for ac-
creditation; the last two are not accrediting agencies.
1 A . D . A • , letter from President-Elect.
E Bulletin, Northwest Association, p. 3,
Boston University
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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Tiie ITew England Association was the first regional •- 330 -
ciatior and was organized in 1885. its objective is the
ncement of + he course of literal education by the pro-
motion of interests common to colleges and secontiar
schools. it has never accredited, but it does, however,
publish standards of minimum re uirements for colleges,
junior co leges, and public secondary schools. The Forth
Central association has been one of the most active regional
associations in the field. it was founded in 1895 and aims
to bring about na better acquaintance, a keener sym t
and i heartier co-oueration between colleges :nd secondary
schools of this territory; to consider common educational
urob 1 ems and to devise the best ways and means of solving
them: to Promote the physical, intellectual and moral well-
oeir.' of students by urging proper sanitary conditions of
school buildings, adequate library and laboratory facili-
ties, j,nd higher standards of sc holars’nip. TT ~ rrot only
has the association carried on its program of accrediting,
but it has concurrently carried on research on its
standards. The other associations have similar aims.
ITo college is accredited until it has been inspected
and reported upon by an agent or agents regularly appointed
by the accrediting organization. These associations set
toe standards for such factors as entrance requirements,
1
2
Edmondson, et al
,
sec ondary school Administa on ."7.
Bulletin, Forth Central Association, pi Z~

re uiirements for graduation, number of college departments,
size of faculty, the training of members of the faculty,
teaching schedules, the library, salarie,. financial
support. Reference to the bulletins of these associations
indicates that err. p .oasis is placed on the character of .the
curriculum, the efficiency of instruction, the general tone
of the institutioj
. nd its success in stimulating and ore-
par inn its students to do graduate work.
t
Accrediting of Secondary Schools
As the names of the associations indicate the accre-
diting of secondary schools is also carried on by the
regional associations. Bacon
1
states that the University
of Michigan was the first higher institution in the united
States to devise a system of inspection of secondary
schools with a view to determining eligibility for approval.
This was in 1372, and the Durpose of the inspection w s to
determine the ability of schools to oreoare their graduates
to undertake the first year of work in the University of
Michigan. Other state universities followed the example of
Michigan and established similar plans of admission that
encouraged the < evelopment of standardizing encies for
secondary schools. The north Central Association states
that the agent of communication between the accredited
schools and the Secretary of the Commission for the purpose
1
» Secondary S c hool Administration,
. 304.
—,
«
.
.
f
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r
of die t i outing, collecting
,
and filing the annual reports
of such schools and other purposes as the association may
direct, is foil WS: fa) in states having such an of-
ficial, the inspector of schools appointed by the st ite uni-
versity; fb) in other states, the inspector of schools ap-
pointed by state authority; or fc) if there be no such
official, such person or persons as the secretary of the
Commission may select, ^ The inspection of secondary schools
is done through the state departments of education. The
Commission on Secondary Schools of the Middle states Asso-
ciation of Colleges and Secondary schools points o t that
membership in the association does not include accreditment
by the Commission on secondary Schools, and inclusion on the
list of Accredited Schools aoes not carry with it member-
ship in the Association.
The Forth Central Association has ten standards for
secondary schools, and they are typical of the standards
in the other associations;
Standard 1 - The school Plant, sanitation, Jani-
torial service
2 - science laboratories and school library
3 - Records
4 - Requirements for graduation
5 - instruction and spirit
6 - Salaries
1 Bulletin, Forth Central Association, p. 4.
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Standard 7 - preparation of teachers
8 - The teaching load
9 - The mzpil load
1
10
- Athletics
It is not within the scooe of this thesis to discuss the
relative merits of these standards, oat they are enumer-
ated here to give an indication of the factors v hich the
association believes are valuable in Judging a school.
B Results from Accrediting
2
peeves calls attention to the conditions found among
colleges before regional associations assumed the functions
of accrediting agencies. Among these conditions was the
admission as freshmen of students who had not completed
hi^h schoo n work. gome small colleges conducted not only
wory o_ college grade but had special programs for students
ranging from tne seventn to tne twelfth trades, as we 11 as
a gradua e orogram leading to the higher degrees. Indivi-
duals set ud sham colleges and universities which by
extravagant advertising attracted low grade students. some
of tr.e work was done by mail and after a short reriod of
‘
!
'ime a dinloma was granted. Such things exist today, but
at least the public has some way of determining whether
an educational institution is aoproved by prooer authorities.
.
_3
Juad says that there are colleges in this country which
1 "Bulletin
,
North Central Association, pp. 5-8.
•
7-ss, Uses Aouses of Standardization, p. 231.3 Judd, A_jifethoa of securing National Baucati onal Standards,
1 . __
p. 50.
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^re worse than our foodstuffs in the misuse •of labels and
that boys and girls are misled by pretentious statements
which would be made the basis of prosecution before the
courts if they were oernetrated in the trades.
!
r
edie al education fro:. 1880 to 1910 in America, ac-
cording to lyon, x was ineffectual, poorly supported, ship-
wormed in m ny places with pretense and fraud. ye rives
an instance of visiting a medic 1 school in Tndianaoolis
whose sp- ce requirements were fulfilled by two rooms about
twenty feet square over a feed store. in one room was a
table, rhich might or might not have been used for a
cadaver, ana in the other room were sever 1 chairs and a
blackboard. That wa the entire physical equipment.
Irmurtes of that school in that year were eligible for
registration in nearly all the states. By 1904 half
the world* 8 sunnly of medical schools was in the United
States, 'I’here was money in medical education, r ny schools
were adjuncts Oj. the practice of the physicians comoosin"
the faculties. some declared substantial dividends from
tuition fees and sometimes from the sale of professorships.
When one group of doctors started a school a rival group
was sure to start not her. At one time there were eighteen
medical schools in Chicago alone. They advertised for
students as brazenly and more falsely than rival grocery
stores. There was suspicion and criticism of the medical
s -: aects of ? reciic al Education and Nursing, p. 25 io
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profession on the part a£ p tients and uublio. The
KLsxnor Report of 1910 focused the light of publicity on-
the situation. The .voricar IJedleal Association r nized
its Council on Liedical Education, and there followed an
er of closing schools, mergers, and transfers to univer-
sities. Ti. ten years the number of schools was reduced b;,
al root 50^. The entr ince re uirements were raised to two
gears of college study with prescribed scientific content.
Reeves believes that the service to higher education
of the regional standardizing associations has been in-
valu .ble if the accrediting associations are to be judged
b~ T the total effect of their work. Few critics will main-
tain that they have not been powerful influences in rais-
ing the quality of higher education in America, In the
2
opinion of Bacon it would be impossible to estimate t e
impetus which standardizing agencies have Iven to good
high schools. By setting up standards of admission to
college and by holding up ideals of educational achievement
to the ^ublic, they have greatly improved secondary edu-
«
cation, ye says that the regional associatioj ere not
organized .as accrediting agencies but, as study and experi-
ment disclosed the limitations of entrance examinations
as determiners of college fitness, the associations began
to formulate standards on the basis of which to make up
1 Reeves, Uses and Abuses of Standardization, o. 251.
2 SdmondaonT Secondary Scnool Administration, d. 514
3 Ibid.
,
p. 514.
1
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'i ts of approved schools.
Disadvantages of Standardization and ccreditation
The standardizing agencies, however, h r ve not been
without, their critics. in 1924 the Rational Association
of State ut iversities arranged for a study of recent
standardizing ctivities of certain associations for or-
gani.zat ons and curricula.^ The study was made by Dr.
F. J. ICelley, Dean of Administration of the University of
Minnesota. In a paper which summaries the results of this
study, he defines standardization a; the influence enerted
uooa one institution to o it like some other institution
by me^ns of some nressure which is brought to bear through
other channels than by convincing the authorities of the
give? institution that the procedure recommended is the
oest nroceaure to be used, while he does not at all ques-
tion the high purposes of the standardizing agencies in
the field of education and agrees that without doubt the
general effect lor good uo to that date far outweighed the
evil consequences, he feels that they had reached the
ooint of diminishing returns and that a different mode of
procedure must be adopted. He believes that there vere
i-iree dangers irom national standardization*, first that
it endangered public confidence on the ground that the pro-
fession limited thereby the numbers who could enter the
1 ICelley, Tne Influence of Standardizing Age ncies, p, l
-.
»
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profession, thus making passible increased fees for pro-
fessior al services; second, standardization of requirements
°-®ve to the schools v hose curricula were thus st indardized
a disproportionate influence in their demands for curri-
culum adjustment s and in their appeal for support from
university funds; third, for any agency to demand uniformity
in educational practice all over the country and thus
stixle 62- oermentation could not but impede progress, ve
summarizes tne essential points in which the standardizing
agencies
-ve set up re sirement s and names the agencies
making such requirements. He includes in this list all
tnree types standardizing agencies to which v;e h ,ve pre-
vious!;, referred.
Another critic of standardization agencies. Chancellor
C pen of "he University of Buffalo, has said that he re-
gards the whole standardizing movement in its present form
and extent as & menace and that agencies that standardize
oroxessional schools are made up chiefly of professional
practitioners who know nothing of the complicated relation -
ships of a university nor do they appreciate that a univer-
sity is an organic whole. Dr. Caperi is especially critical
of the Council on Uedical education. He agrees that it has
scut up half the medical schools, that it fri htened off
tent, trab]
raised the
-hole level of medical educatior but believes
1 Kelley, The influence of n 7.
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th t it has been at great cost.”
5o of the critics contend that standards have been
derived from personal opinion and practice r ther than through
careful experimentation. Especially in the secondary
scnools it is felt that the standards unduly stress uni-
formity both in subjects studied and in quality and quantity
of achievement.
i
Standards Eeinm Studied
T is evident, however, that the associations seem well
on their nay to revamping the standards on the basis of
study and investigation. The north Central Association '
has a proviso that the Commission on institutions of Higher
Education may, with the approval of the Executive Commission,
grant -
.n institution the freedom to waive certain standards
in order that the institution may carry on an educational
experiment which the Commission has approved. This asso-
ciation is nor. in the midst of a five year study of pre-
sent standards with a view to improving them, .and if the
evidence warrants to develop an entirely new set of
standards. The General Education Hoard, convinced of the
importance of the study, agreed to help finance the under-
taking. Friley^ states President Coffman of Minnesota
declared the principles which will guide the study are;
1) T he various standards or criteria now used as a
1 0 Pen, Discussion on Kelley' paper, p. 18.
2 Friley, standardizing Agencies in the Field of Edu-
r-
-
-
-
,
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basi? for studying colleges shall, insofar as
time and money will oermit, be examined and
tested,
2) New standards or criteria that give increasing
consideration to the qualitative factors and
forces that determine the real essence or nature
of an institution of higher learning shall be
discovered, if possible, and formulated,
3) The Association should look: forward to the formu-
lation of flexible standards of excellence
rather than to standards that are applied uni-
formly and that limit or destroy initiative and
experiment.
4) In the attempt to discover such standards or
criteria a few rather than many problems shall be
carefully studied and tested.
T h e evidence on the whole seems to indicate that
the standardizing and accrediting agencies have been ef-
fective means of raising educational standards and pro-
tecting prospective students.
—.
. <
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IV
The possibilities for Accrediting- Schools of pursing
by Existing Organizations
As we have already indicated numerous professional or-
ganizations closely allied with nursing have aiven approval
to certain standards. They have no power to enforce them.
State boards of nurse examiners are the only agencies with
powe t o o
. os their standards. These boards are concerned
in admitting to registration those who graduate from the
schools meeting the minimum requirements of the law relating
to the practice- of nursing, m this way the state boards be-
come accrediting agencies for the schools from which these
Student s graduate* in n states, however, there is no pro—
vision for inspection of the schools. This is true in Itss—
achusetts, and there are schools operating in this state
today which do not meet the minimum requirements of the law.
Registration ±or nursing in a state is not a license to prac-
tice in the same sense that it is vith the professional
groups such as medicine. aacy, etc. m these c only
those who are licensed to practice in a state may do so.
Anyone may
- tice nursing in the State of MaSsachusett
without interference, provided she does not use the title
"registered nurse." This would not be permitted in the nrac-
tice of pharmacy, medicine, law, or other professions which
are licensed by the state. The examinations are basea on
the mini. iU 1- curriculum ox the state. some states prohibit

the members of school of nursing faculties to serve on the
state board. The interference of politics in the appoint-
ment of examiners and in maintaining low standards in schools
are factors which male it" doubtful if much can be done
state boards to raise standards until definite • edu-
cational qualifications are set for these offices. The
qualifications in most states are based on years of experi-
ence. The ruling in Massachusetts provides for five members,
one of whom shall be the secretary of the Board of Regis-
tration in re dicine ex officio. Three members shall be nurses,
ere'- a graduate of a different training school and having
had eight years 1 experience in nursing the siclc. The fifth
member shall be the superintendent of a hospital having a
training school ior nurses. There is no educational require-
ment for the office.
In 1952 Handel1 made a study of the educational prepara-
tion of tne memoers of state boards of nurse examiners.
turns were made by 106 members of the boards of 26 states.
23 had one o tnree years ox high school; 85 were high school
graduates. 24 of the 83 had college preparation, 14 from one
to three years and 10 were college graduates.
Effect of Organizations
The American :.:edical Association and the American Ccl-
Zandel
,
standardizing Agencies and Stste Boards of rurse
Examiners, p. 228. ~ * ~~ — -
1
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lege of Surgeons have had some effect on raising the stand-
ards of nursing schools. The American College of surgeons
has definite requirements relating to the nursing service
and school of nursing before they will accredit a hospital.
The Catholic Hospital Association also has standards for
the Roman Catholic schools. of nursing. The American Medical
Association publishes each year a list of hospitals which
meet its standards and designates those hosoitals which con-
duct state accredited schools of nursing, it does not,
however, set
' standards for the schools. The 1951 Report of
the American Medical Association^ shows that there are
'
, 259 hospitals and allied institutions in the united
States; 540 were deemed unworthy of being included in any
published list of reputable hospitals after investigation
because of alleged unethical or criminal practices, admis-
sion to their staff of members who were seriously unquali-
fied either morally or professionally, flagrant methods of
advertising, or for other valid reasons. Yet 15 of these
c4G Hospitals had schools of nursing which were accredited
by the state board of nurse examiners.
The American Red Gross nursing service will enroll only
registered nurses and in addition there is a standard for
the size of the hospital from which they must have graduated.
The Red Gross standards have been set sufficiently high to
maMe them of importance in raising the general level of nur-
1 A.M.A., Hospital Service in the united States p. 1086.
.'
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sin" education.
The national league of nursing Education, while it has
done much to raise standards of nursing education and, in
fact, has been the greatest force in nursing education in
this country, is an organization of individuals. They do
not control the schools of nursing, although they are func-
tionin'- in the schools.
The surveys which have been made have also done much to
focus attention on the need for raising standards. But
whatever recommendations for betterin ti ndards of nursing
education the Grading Committee has made or nay make in
its final report, it has no power to enforce .them. rhen
the Grading Committee was originally formed it was believed
that at the close of its worm it would publish a graded
H it of schools, it has recently announced its policy
that it will not make oublic the findings with regard to any
school.

Summary
There are in the United States some two thousand
shools of nursing. They run the whole gamut from socalled
schools in privately owned hospitals operating for profit
to a school of true professional standards within a uni-
versity. There are no professional accrediting agencies
for these schools.
Nursing is one of the oldest vocations, but it n
many centuries before' the prototype of the professional nurse,
as we know her today, oame into being. Modern nursing,, it
may be said, dates from the beginning of the last century,
when Florence nightingale pointed out the need for definite
instruction and knowledge to direct and guide the manual
skill, when the British people in gratitude for her work in
the Crimea presented her with a large sum of money, she
founded the nightingale school for nursing at St. Thomas
Hospital in London. The school was opened in 1861, and within
twenty five years after the nightingale school had been
founded the old system of nursing by poorly paid, untaught
women in English hospitals had practically entirely passed
away.
The first schools in the United States were founded in
the early seventies and were established on the lines of the
nightingale school. Perhaps the outstanding way in which
the history of nursing differs materially from the history of
.•
«
,
•
,
.
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other professions is in the phenomenally raniu increase in
schools and students* Hospitals saw in this new vocation
for women a way to secure care for their oatients and to
promote a generally needed service, with, the phenomenal
growth of hospitals, of which there have "been nearly, ZOO
founded yearly between 1900 and 1928, there has been a life©
growth in schools of nursing. in 1880 there were 15 schools
of nursing in the United states; in 1930 there were 2205.
According to the 1950 census there is now one trained or
student nurse for every 490 people in the country.
Soon after 1890 movements were set on foot which showed
the growing consciousness that standards must be set up for
the guidance of these schools and their graduates. During
the Chicago world. 1 s Pair in 1893 the American Society of
Superintendents ox Training Schools for nurses was formed.
This organization later became the national League of nursing
Education, which has probably been the greatest single force
in i aising tue standards ox nursing and nursing education in
this country.
In the period between 1895 and 1900 one sees the begin-
ning of the transition from an apprenticeship system to a
school on an educational basis. The first attempt of a
school o_i_ nms ing to establish a university relationship was
in 1893 at Glasgow University in Scotland. Poliowing a sur-
vey of nursing education by the Rockefeller Foundation in
1921 two endowed schools were started; namely, the Yale uni-
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versity School of nursing and the Western '-eserve Univer-
)
sit;/ school of nursing. At the present time nursing schools
have connections with about 62 universities and colleges.
These connections range from the use of a classroom or the
provision for instruction in one or more subjects to a fully
recognized school of the university group. While it is true
that some of the schools of nursing have rather a loose
connection with the college and university and while many
of them have not rnet university standards for students and
faculty, the trend is towards meeting all standards.
Since the opening of the first schools of nursing in
thxs country, the whole field of preventive medicine has
been developed; medical science has advanced and with it
there has come a like advancement in nursing. These scien-
tific discoveries have brought new responsibilities to the
physician and in turn to the nurse. The frontiers of nur-
sinx are constantly advancing, because the frontiers of
medicine are advancing, we must turn then from a narrow con-
ception of a nurse as one who possesses merely manual skill
to a new conceotion of the nurse with certain knowledge and
skills which the hospital trained nurse had not hitherto
possessed.
The present oeriod in nursing may be characterized as
a self-critical period. in 1921 the Rockefeller Foundation
financed a survey of nursing and nursing education, the work

being under the direction of Josephine Gold ark:, and the
committee in eh
.
,
with Dr. C.-B. A. Winslow as chairman,
including representatives fro medical, nursing, hospital,
and public health associations as well as the lay group.
The report, based on a survey of a selected group of schools,
administered by hospitals of recognized standing, revealed
the deleterious effect on nursing of subjecting the educa-
tion of students to hospital needs. it stressed the need
for hi. -her standards, the advantage of universit; connection,
and the need, for endowments for schools of nursing.
In 1926 through the efforts of the National League of
Nursing Education a Committee on the Grading of Nursing
Schools was formed with representatives from hospital, medi-
cal, nursing, or public health organizations, or selected
from the general public. The committee was organized for a
five year study, but the study was extended for two years
and the committee will make its final report this year. it
has made a study of the economics of nursing as well as two
ns t ion • .1 surve ys
.
The present trend in nursing education in this country
is towards closer alliance with other educational institu-
tions, the Provision for good fundamental courses in the
sciences basic to nursing, better correlation of theory and
practice, and the building of a curriculum of much broader
scope than has hitherto existed.
A survey of schools of nursing in the United States re-
— —
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vealn a great v bility when based on educational t
. ds.
Data have been obtained from the first survey of the Commit-
tee on the Grading of nursing schools as well as from the
second survey which has not yet been published but which has
been made available to the writer.
Some of the outstanding conditions as revealed by this
survey are as follows. 27fj of the students have not completed
four years of high school, and in 38fo of the schools all the
students are high school graduates. There is no general at-
tempt to select students who rank above the average in intel-
li e: ce. The number of students in schools of nursing range
f j or: 3 to 456. Schools of nursing are found in hospitals hav-
ing a daily average of patients ranging from 8 to over 40C.
The median hospital in a study of 1146 hosoitals showed a
daily average of 75 patients. There were 55 hospitals with a
daily average of 19 or less patients.
The hours of classroom instruction for these schools
ranged from a school which gave 550 hours to another with
2076. The recomnendat ion made by the rational league of
Fur sing Education is 885 hours of class instruction in the
thr^e year course. The interquartile range for the schools
reporting was 663 to 867 hours. There is great variation in
the length of experience in different types of nursing ser-
vice between students in the same graduating class of the
same school. The ratio of hours of class work to hours of
practice as recor mended by the rational league of nursing
i.
-
•
•
.
•
Education is 7.7. This practice is based on a 48
i
e:
. for 46 weeks ''er year. The requirements set by the
states show a variation in the ratio of theory to practice
of from 1 to 7.91 to 1 to 22.76.
There are still 22^ of the schools of nursing which do
not have one person who answers to the definition of ’’one
who gives the major portion of her time to the instruction
of student nurses." 51 i have one full time nurse instructor*
and 27^ have two. or more instructors. A stud;; of the
academic background o'f the greup classified as ii 1
shows 5^ have never finished high chool, SO-"' nave finished
h school, and 65^ had one or more years of college in ad-
dition to their nursing training* of the super inte - t of
nurses, ho in the majority of cases also act as principals
of the schools of nursing, 14^ had not finished high school,
37*' had finished high school, and 49^ had one or more years
of college, in the study of the teaching load of 1041 in-
structors, the range of subject* taught was from 1 to 22; the
...
sti Ly of the functions of instructors shows
that many of them carr; dutie* which are entirely extraneous
to t.ieir teaching functions.
The crux of the difficulty in schools of nursing is in
their financial status. 3c; .e hospitals operate schools be-
cause it is a cheap means of obtaining nursing service.
The evidence warrants the conclusion that many schools of
nursiin need, to rai*e their educational staniarcs.

In the field of general education, both on a second-
ary and collegiate level, as well as in specialized fields,
much has been done to raise standards through the efforts
of van: ous types oi standardizing and accrediting agencies.
These agencies seem to fall into three groups;
1) Educational boards and foundations .which through
their studies of education*- 1 nrocedure have been
powerful factors in maintaining and advancing
educational orojects.
2) National associations whose influence is felt pri-
marily through research, conference and publicity,
->nd through standards for individual membership.
Voluntary associations of schools and colleges,
Oth regional and national, which set un and .en-
force certain minimum academic and financial
standards for all their members. in some of the
regional associations schools may be admitted to
their accredited list although not members of the
association.
In the opinion of most educators, the service of the
accrediting agencies to higher education, if they are to be
judged by the total effect of their work:, has been very
great. Few critics will maintain that they have not been
newerful influences in raising the quality of higher edu-
cation in America. The criticism leveled at the profes-
sional organizations does not seem entirely logical. T ;, e
—
professional practitioner may know more about the pro-
fessional needs of his profession than the educator. 'Or.
Telle: lists as one of the dangers of accrediting that
it Units the members in a profession in order to raise
the professional fees. One i onders if there is no oyli -
tion on t ;-e • rt of a profession to make what attempt;'
it can to limit the number of its practitioners ip the face
of < r overproduction of people who do not meet professional
standards t nd when those who uo face unemployment aid
econo lie insecurity, reference has been made to the costs
entailed by the standardizing programs of the Council on
ITedienl Education. r 0 dou ot the critic is necessarily re-
ferrin to financi 1 cost from the standpoint of the uni-
versity. On the other hand the cost to the public both
in one 7 nd human suffering from dishonest and incompetent
ph. . ici -ns c- nnot be disregarded.
It is evident that the associations are well on their
to revamping their standards on the b i of studies
and investigation. This will tend to offset the contention
that these agencies have reached the point of diminish:
returns and that a different mo.de of procedure must be
adopted. \t the present time the jyorth Centr; 1 Association
ir/ in the midst of . Tive year study of present at ndards
with a view to improving them, and if the evidence warrants
to develop an entirely new set of standards. The evidence
on the whole seems to indicate that the standardizing and
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cc_’5f i tin:; :encie , h ve Dee: effective me .ns of r i -
^ •
r'
- —1 i dards nc orotect.il. nro oecti ve tiidert
.
’Tumerous professional organizations clo elv allied
ith nursin.3, have riven approval to certain standards. ^hey
have no power to enforce them. The state hoards of nurse
examiners are the only agencies with power to enforce their
standards. ’To definite educational o ual if icat ions are
set for appointments to state boards of nurse examiners, and
unfortuna tel. politics is sometimes an important factor in
their select ioi .
7hile ^he standards set by many of these allied organi-
zations have been helpful in raising the standards in nur-
sinr, t'n e evidence submitted shows that their efforts have
not resulted in eliminating many socalled schools of nursing
which do not meet these standards. Further pressure js
necessary, voluntary associations in other fields seem to
nave beei the means of exerting such pressure.
”/e believe the next step for schools of nursing is an
accrediting program undertaken by a voluntary association
of schools whose boards of control have already established
oC °ols cased on sound educational principles. Schools
of nursin' are educational institutions and as such must
be judged by the same standards as other educational in-
stitutions. Pursing has already begun to make scientific
studies in its own field. it can also with profit make use
of tie scientific studies in educational measurement in
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R ec onmendat i on s
1) ?hat the Rational league of TTur-sing Education take
the initi itive in organizing an association of schools, nd
tha-t he emporar st mdards tor membership he those which
the league has set up as essential for a good school of
nursing.
c-) 71 -' 4~ t'.is ssocir tioi set up as ioon as possible
department of research to initiate studies on which to h se
the standards for members faij nd. to evaluate continual: 1
their standards.
3) Thau membership in the association he determined hv
a) Submission of a written report of the institu-
tion,
b) A personal inspection, the cost of the same
to he borne by the school desiring it.
4) That the oy-laws provide for periodic reports and in-
spections.
:) n ! at for cert .in of the st : dards essential : or ie i-
bei ship a time limit he 11 owed in which to meet them.
6) T»- t regional inspectors he appointed,
7) That a department of publicity he set uo which will
acquaint not only the nursin> profession hut the general
public with the ims of the association.
8) Tin cxl 1
,
there should oe set up an accreditin ' pro-
gram with the publication of the list of schools which have
been ccredited.
.-
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Appendix
Committee on the Grading of Nursing Schools
MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE
and
ORGANIZATIONS THEY REPRESENT
THE NATIONAL LEAGUE OF NURSING EDUCATION:
ELIZABETH C. BURGESS, R.N., Associate Professor of Nursing Education, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 525 West 120th St., New York City.
LAURA R. LOGAN, R.N., 530 Arlington Place, Chicago, Illinois.
THE AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION:
HELEN WOOD, R.N., 1036 Walnut Street. Newton Highlands, Mass.
SUSAN C. FRANCIS, R.N., Superintendent, The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, 18th and Bainbridgc Streets,
Philadelphia, Pa.
THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING:
KATHARINE TUCKER, R.N., General Director, National Organization for Public Health Nursing, 450 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
ELIZABETH G. FOX, R.N., Executive Director, Visiting Nurse Association, 35 Elm Street, New Haven, Conn.
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS:
MALCOLM T. MacEACHERN, M.D., Associate Director, American College of Surgeons, 40 East Erie Street,
Chicago, 111.
BOWMAN C. CROWELL, M.D. (Alternate), Associate Director, American College of Surgeons, 40 East Erie Street,
Chicago, III.
THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION:
JOSEPH B. HOWLAND, M.D., Superintendent, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, 721 Huntington Avenue, Boston,
17, Mass.
ADA BELLE McCLEERY, R.N. (.Alternate), Superintendent, Evanston Hospital, Evanston, Illinois.
THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION:
CHARLES-EDWARD A. WINSLOW, D.P.H., Professor, Public Health, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
HAVEN EMERSON, M.D. (Alternate), Professor, Public Health Administration, College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, Columbia University, New York City.
MEMBERS AT LARGE:
MRS. CHESTER C. BOLTON, Frunchestcr Place, Lyndhurst, Ohio.
SISTER DOM1TILLA, R.N., Director of Nursing Education, St. Mary’s School of Nursing, Rochester, Minnesota.
HENRY SUZZALLO, Ph.D., President, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. 522 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
SAMUEL P. CAPEN, Ph.D.. Chancellor, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, New York.
EDWARD A. FITZPATRICK, Ph.D., Dean, Graduate School, Marquette University, 115 Grand Avenue, Mil-
waukee, Wis.
W. W. CHARTERS, Ph.D., Professor of Education and Director of Bureau of Educational Research, The Ohio
Slate University, Columbus, Ohio.
WILLIAM DARRACH, M.D., Dean Emeritus, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York
City.
WIN FORD II. SMITH, M.D., Director, The Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Md.
NATHAN B. VAN ETTEN, M.D., General Practitioner, 300 East Trcmont Avenue, New York City.
CHAIRMAN:
WILLIAM DARRACH, M.D., 180 Fort Washington Avenue, New York City.
DIRECTOR:
MAY AYRES BURGESS, Ph.D., 450 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
NURSE CONSULTANTS:
MARY M. ROBERTS. R.N., Editor, American Journal of Nursing, 450 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
STELLA GOOSTRAY, R.N., Supl. of Nurses, The Children’s Hospital, Boston, Mass.
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